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Plate Tectonics – Lecture Script 

 
To understand the principles of Plate Tectonics, the dynamic surface-altering process that is the source of all the 
world’s volcanoes, major earthquakes, and major mountains, we have to look more closely at the layers of Earth, 
first discussed in the lecture on Earth’s formation. Do you remember what these layers are and how they formed?  
 
Let’s review the basics. First, due to density separation, the core, mantle, and crust – the primary compositional 
layers – were formed. Let’s look closer at the core. It’s made mostly of iron and is separated into two physically 
distinct layers. They are compositionally quite similar – mostly made of iron. However, physically, we have a 
small solid inner core at the very center of the earth, where, though temperatures are higher than anywhere else 
inside our planet, pressures are so high that liquid iron can’t exist (solid iron is the most condensed form of iron). 
Surrounding the inner core is a much larger, liquid iron outer core. Because pressures are less here, iron can be 
stable as a liquid. For comparison, the outer core is almost twice as thick as the inner core. Combined, however, 
these two layers represent about ½ the radius of Earth. The inner core is about 1.5 times denser than the outer 
core.  
 
Now let’s go out to the crust, which is so thin that it would be impossible to see it in any whole-earth drawing 
shown to scale. So in all cases, we have to exaggerate it. The earth has a radius of about 6400 km. The crust is at 
most 50 km thick at most 1/128th the radius of the earth. The rest of the earth, most of it in fact, is mantle! 
 
Let’s look more closely at the crust. It is composed of two kinds – denser oceanic crust, which is thin and mostly 
made of a rock called basalt. Its density makes it sink low, which is why it is the crust that underlies the lowest 
basins on the planet – the oceans. Continental crust is much thicker and less dense than oceanic crust. It is made 
out of many kinds of rocks, but its average composition is similar to that of a rock found only on the continents – 
called granite. The buoyancy and thickness of continental crust makes it float high above the oceans, creating the 
continents.  
 
To understand how crust floats, we need to look more closely at the top of the mantle and how it interacts with 
the crust. Remember the lithosphere and asthenosphere, first mentioned back in the Earth’s Formation lecture? 
What were their primary characteristics? Because of the water content of the mantle and the temperatures and 
pressures encountered in the zone between about 100 and 300 km depth, the region there, called the 
Asthenosphere, behaves like a plastic solid – and is capable of flow over long periods of time. Thus it convects. 
Hotter, less dense material rises, displacing colder denser material, which sinks. The rest of the upper mantle plus 
all of the crust are fused together. We call that combination of crust + upper mantle that sits above the 
asthenosphere, the lithosphere. The lithosphere is broken up into pieces that we call plates. Some of the pieces 
contain continental crust, some oceanic crust – and some contain both side by side. The plasticity of the 
underlying asthenosphere allows the overlying lithosphere to sink into it, much like icebergs or wood floating in 
the water. The denser lithosphere portions that contain oceanic crust will sink lower and be thinner. The less-
dense lithosphere that contain continental crust will be much thicker and ride higher as well as extend deeper 
(again, like an iceberg). We call this process of lithosphere sinking into asthenosphere, isostasy. How do we 
know? 
 
Scientists take images of the earth (like x-rays), by using seismic waves that travel through the earth and reflect 
and refract off major boundaries and return to the surface. The first major boundary that is encountered during 
this process, off which waves reflect, is called the Moho, after a Yugoslavian scientist who first discovered it, 
whose last name was Mohorovicic. (Moho is a shorter, easier-to-remember label!). Since the moho marks the 
boundary between the crust and the mantle, what layer does it sit within? The moho sits in the middle of the 
lithosphere, because the lithosphere contains all of the crust plus the upper-most mantle. Does the moho have 
anything to do with the asthenosphere? No.  
 
And what do we notice when we study the Moho across the planet? It appears very close to the surface, at depths 
as low as 3-5 kilometers, beneath the oceans. It appears as deep as 50 meters below the highest mountains. As 
material is added to or removed from the crust, it will adjust isostatically, again, much like icebergs or ships in the 
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ocean. When cargo is added to a cargo ship, what happens? It sinks lower into the water. When the cargo is 
removed? The ship rises. So what happens when the tops of mountains are eroded? Material is removed, so the 
crust rises upward. And what happens when the eroded sediment is carried to the coast and dumped on the 
edges of the continental shelf? The land there will sink under the weight. So earth’s surface is continually rising 
and sinking isostatically as weight is removed or added by erosion, deposition, volcanic eruptions, mountain 
building processes, and other processes related to plate tectonics.  
 
To understand plate tectonics, let’s go back to the convecting asthenosphere and look at that more closely. In 
addition to isostasy, the convecting asthenosphere will also cause heat to pile up under certain portions of the 
lithosphere and cold material to sink under other parts. What does that do to the lithosphere? It causes it to break 
into pieces we call plates. Where heat rises, material must be pushed away in opposite directions to make room 
for the continual rising of new hot material (again, much like boiling water). That drags on the lithosphere above 
and causes it to stretch and thin and break apart. On the surface we call the zone where two plates are moving 
apart a divergent plate boundary. The build-up of heat and material below pushes the plate upward at this point 
and creates a linear mountain ridge (when these form along the ocean floor, we call them ocean ridges and rises). 
As the plates separate, a rift valley forms atop the ridge. The drop in pressure on the underlying mantle rock 
causes it to melt, and now that it’s lower density, the melted rock, or magma, rises to the surface and erupts along 
the center of the rift valley. When new convection cells form under a continent, divergence tears apart a continent. 
The most recent supercontinent that tore apart to create the current geometry of Earth’s plates was called 
Pangaea, and based on fossil evidence, it existed 250 million years ago when all the continents we know today 
were fused together – one continent and one surrounding ocean. After this supercontinent began to tear apart, 
and the crust thinned enough, dense basaltic magmas erupted, and the new crust that formed was oceanic, 
producing oceanic crust, fused to broken halves of continental crust now moving away from each other. Through 
this process, new oceans form and spread. We call this seafloor spreading. The crust that forms at these ocean 
ridges consist of four main layers – the magma that erupts on the seafloor cools quickly under high-pressure, cold 
water, and forms structures that look similar to hardened toothpaste squirted out of a tube. They are called 
pillow basalts. The cracks in the crust that fed the magmas to the surface cool to form vertical walls of basalt 
called sheeted basalt dikes. The chambers that hold the magma under these ridges will also spread – as their 
outer edges cool, they crystallize slowly to form a larger-crystal rock with the same composition as basalt, but 
now called gabbro. Under the gabbro is the mantle rock that melted to produce the magmas in the first place. It is 
sometimes referred to as depleted mantle, and it underplates the crust making up the base of the ocean 
lithosphere. As this crust spreads apart to allow new crust to form between it, the ocean will deposit fine grains of 
dust, ash, shells, and other debris – otherwise known as sediment. So ocean crust, everywhere in the world, is 
basically made of this same sequence of rock – sediment of varying thicknesses above pillow basalt above basalt 
dikes above gabbro above mantle rock. And what happens to this ocean crust as it spreads? Not much. It grows 
gradually colder and older and denser and collects a thicker sequence of sediment atop and a thicker section of 
mantle plating underneath it (thus thicker lithosphere), until eventually it’s so dense that it becomes denser than 
the rock underneath it. It detaches and sinks back into the mantle, possibly sinking or subducting as deep as the 
core-mantle boundary before finally melting and becoming reabsorbed back into the mantle. What does that look 
like on the surface? Dense, cold lithosphere sinks down, pulling the distant seafloor spreading center further 
apart, driving, together, a recycling engine for mantle material. Where the old ocean lithosphere sinks, we get a 
deep trench on the seafloor above. When next to a continent, this trench can fill with lots of sediment. When next 
to ocean islands, it tends to be deeper, like the Marianas Trench discussed in last week’s lecture.  
 
Let’s look more closely at these subduction zones. Remember that at divergent plate boundaries, the plates move 
apart. The old continental portions of these plates that were torn apart are also now spreading further and further 
apart. What happens at the outside of this spreading where continents are shoved towards other plates? They will 
collide at boundaries referred to as convergent plate boundaries. If continents collide with ocean plates, the 
ocean plate, being denser, will be forced under the continents. If the ocean crust is cold and dense, it will sink to 
the core mantle boundary to be recycled as already discussed. If the ocean crust is young and it not yet dense 
enough to sink, it will push under the continental plate and cause the continental crust above to be deformed, 
until the oceanic plate becomes old enough and dense enough to subduct. Convergent plate boundaries can also 
exist between two ocean plates, if one plate is much older than the other and convergence brings the two 
together. The older one subducts under the younger one. Convergent plate boundaries can also exist between two 
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continents, when the ocean that existed between them entirely subducts, and the two collide and accrete together 
to form a larger continent. Just as divergence is the method for breaking up continents, convergence is the method 
for conjoining them. In fact, even as ocean floor still exists and subducts alongside a continent, accretion and 
continental growth is happening. Islands, continental fragments, sediment, and the crust that carries them can get 
scraped off and accreted to the edge of the continents. We call these accreted fragments terranes, and they are the 
basic building blocks of all continents. The other source of new continental material are the volcanic eruptions 
that happen alongside the subduction. Why? When ocean crust subducts, it carries with it a large amount of 
water that had soaked into the sediment over millions of years. That water is squeezed out by the high pressures 
at depth in a subduction zone. We talked about this in last week’s lecture when we talked about the hydrologic 
cycle. Because water is less dense than anything else, it rises upwards into the overlying asthenosphere. Water 
plus hot rock causes melting. That molten magma is now less dense and so it, too rises, with the water, to the 
surface, where it erupts in a chain of active volcanoes known as a volcanic arc or island arc. Subduction zone 
volcanoes always happen above the subduction zone on the plate that does NOT subduct and produces some of 
the most hazardous volcanoes in the world. Why? Among other things, all that water makes for highly explosive 
pressure releases! 
 
Does continental crust ever subduct? No. Why not? It’s the least dense material on the planet.  
 
How old does ocean crust need to be before it detaches and subducts all on its own? All we can find to answer 
that question is the age of the oldest ocean crust currently residing in the oceans, and that’s 200-million-year-old 
crust subducting under the Marianas Trench in the Pacific. Why is the Marianas Trench the deepest part of the 
planet? Because it’s a convergent plate boundary where two ocean plates are colliding. That means that both 
plates are already riding low isostatically. Now combine that with one subducting under the other, and no nearby 
continent to fill the trench with sediment, and there you have you answer! 
 
Do ocean-ocean subduction zones produce the same types of features as continental-ocean subduction zones? 
Trenches? Volcanoes? Accreted terrane material that forms coastal mountain ranges? Yes. The only difference is 
that the volcanoes erupt through thinner oceanic crust, and that makes them slightly less dangerous than the 
magmas that rise through thicker continental crust. Why? Take a geology class to learn more! 
 
Let’s look again at what happens when two continental plates collide. Subduction brings the two together, but 
then after they collide, the subducting plate completely detaches and sinks into the mantle. Volcanism stops. The 
trench disappears. And the largest mountains found on the planet form as terrane accretion mashes the two 
continents up into a folded faulted mountain system that rises high above the surface and has a deep isostatic 
root beneath.  
 
That leaves one remaining plate boundary to discuss – transform – where plates slide past each other. There’s no 
way to have plate motion moving apart and together without having some edges slide past each other. It’s really 
easy to see how transform plates form when we look again at divergent plate boundaries and remember that the 
tearing apart of the lithosphere has to accommodate a spherical surface. Like seams on a baseball, it’s hard to sew 
together or pull apart two pieces of fabric on a spherical surface without buckling or tearing. To accommodate 
divergent motion along ridges that run along a spherical surface, the ridges break into sections, and each section 
is offset from the next one by a transform boundary. As this image shows, there are two plates, but in these zones 
the boundaries are divergent. In these zones the boundaries are transform. Let’s test our understanding with a 
few questions. Where is the youngest rock in this image? Let’s put a Y there. Where is the oldest rock? Let’s put 
an O there. How do points A and B compare? Since they formed at different locations but are now found 
alongside each other, they will look very different. They will have different thicknesses of sediment. The younger 
one will be higher in elevation. There will be a cliff between them. And that cliff marks a line that runs outward 
from the active transform faults and creates a spectacular scar that extends outward across the seafloor. We call 
this old scar a fracture zone. Occasionally there are small amounts of residual transform motion along these 
zones, but mostly they are now part of the ragged edges of a single plate. 
 
Where can we find these plate boundaries on the planet? Well the best way to see plate boundaries is to look for 
the major earthquakes. Earthquakes form when building stresses within the Earth’s solid crust are released in 
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single instants of motion. These stresses build where plates are being stretched apart, pushed together, or slid 
beside each other. Think of the friction that must exist in these zones. The plates will stick together until the 
stresses build high enough to overcome the friction. The stress is released all at once as the plates jump. We call 
this catastrophic stress release and ground motion an earthquake! This image of a decade’s worth of major 
earthquakes on the planet shows that most of these earthquakes happen at plate boundaries and, in fact, mark the 
edges of these plates. You’ll also notice earthquakes happening in areas where old plate boundaries have fused 
together, such as in fracture zones or old suture zones in the center of continents conjoined in the past. Minor 
earthquakes happen as magmas move through the crust above hotspots (which we’ll discuss in a few minutes), 
and where isostatic adjustment is happening especially along coastlines where sediment builds.  
 
Let’s look more closely at these earthquakes and color code them by depth. The shallowest earthquakes are light 
blue and dominate at divergent plate boundaries and transform plate boundaries. At some plate boundaries, such 
as this one off of South America, we get three different depth earthquakes in parallel stripes. Why? As the ocean 
plate subducts under South America, it descends to deeper and deeper depths. The shallowest frictional sticking 
and consequent release will happen at the top of the subduction zone. Further down in the subduction zone, 
you’d expect deeper sticking and deeper quakes. So these color-coded earthquake maps act like an x-ray, giving 
us an image of the depth of the subducting plate at various distances from the subduction zone itself. We can SEE 
the plate subducting under South America. What else do we see in South America that shows us this subduction 
is going on? The volcanic arc – the chain of active volcanoes known as the Andes Mountains. And the coastal 
mountains here? The uplift? That’s associate with the terrane accretion. In fact, this satellite image shows that 
there is a chain of underwater seamounts colliding with the South American coast, and over millions of years, 
they pile up, are scraped off, and become part of the coastal mountain system. South America is growing through 
volcanism and terrane accretion along its western margin. What about its eastern margin? That side is part of the 
same plate as the nearby ocean – the entire unit is being pushed away from the seafloor spreading center that 
marks the center of the Atlantic Ocean. In fact, that’s why the subuduction zone on the western margin even 
exists – the seafloor spreading in the Atlantic is the cause of the collision on the western margin. 
 
Now let’s look at a few more world examples and review the evidence of spreading in the Atlantic Ocean. 
 
First, let’s review the entire Atlantic Ocean. The dark blue-black arc-shaped features are trenches. Do you see any 
in the Atlantic? No. There’s one in the Caribbean Sea, but otherwise the edges of the Atlantic Ocean are free of 
trenches. What does that mean? We are looking here at two plates – both spreading away from the center of the 
Atlantic Ocean. These two plates each have ocean crust fused to continental crust. At the center of the plate 
boundary, we see an ocean ridge with a central rift valley. We also see the ridge is broken into segments, each 
offset from the one next to it by a transform boundary. Scars, which we referred to earlier as fracture zones extend 
outward from these transform boundaries. What would happen if we moved the plates backward and undid the 
spreading? The coasts of North and South America would come back together and merge with those of Europe 
and Africa. The perfect puzzle-piece fit and the snail-trail marks of the fracture zones confirm the story of seafloor 
spreading. Other evidence that connects these two halves together include rocks and mountain ranges that exist 
on one side of the Atlantic and then continue and are found identically on the other side. The Atlantic Ocean has 
been spreading for the past 200 million years and is spreading today at a rate of about 1-2 cm per year a little 
slower than your fingernails grow. In fact, as this image shows, it is the slowest spreading center in the world. If 
we look only at the apricot color age range – we see that during that time period, the Atlantic spread only this far, 
but the southeastern Pacific spread much further. In fact, the East Pacific Spreading Center spreads at a rate of 
about 18 cm/year. Why the difference? Let’s look more closely at what happens to new seafloor forming in the 
Southeast Pacific Rift – on the west it moves toward the Marianas Trench and other trenches that line the western 
edge of the Pacific Ocean – a long distance away – almost 1/3 the circumference of the planet. On the east, it 
enters a nearby subduction zone under South America. In fact, the entire Pacific Ocean, except for a short stretch 
along the California Coast consists of trenches, subduction, and related volcanoes, hence the name the ring of 

fire. Does it seem likely that seafloor spreading accompanied by subduction would move faster than seafloor 
spreading that has to push away continents and has no subduction to help it? Also, notice that spreading is faster 
on the east of this ridge. Why? We can see that the subduction zone is much closer on this side. Does that make a 
difference? These are all good questions to consider as we study global plate tectonics. Let’s go to the Indian 
Ocean – what do we see here? Three ocean ridge spreading centers meeting at one point in the center of the 
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ocean. Are there any trenches? Not along the east coast of Africa. Not along the southern coast of India or the 
west coast of Australia. There is one, however, along the islands of Indonesia. This was the subduction zone that 
caused the large tsunami in 2004 that killed ¼ of a million people in the Indian Ocean. 
 
Let’s go back to India. This satellite image shows quite clearly the borders of India are marked by large mountains  
-- the Himalayas – and a high plateau that extends into Tibet and Nepal. About 45 million years ago, India 
collided with Asia in a Continent-continent convergent boundary. That collision is still going on today as the 
Himalayas continue to grow and India continues to accordion Asia as it pushes northward. 
 
Now let’s look at satellite images of Eastern Africa. Notice the rift valley atop a chain of active volcanoes that 
include Mount Kilimanjaro?  If we follow this chain north, it joins with a seafloor spreading ridge that runs across 
the center of the Red Sea and another that runs along the center of the Gulf of Aden. A triple junction where three 
seafloor spreading centers come together – just like we saw in the center of the Indian Ocean. This cartoon shows 
what a divergent plate boundary first looks like as it breaks through continental crust. Notice the square shape to 
the valley and the jagged down-dropped edges of the continent? Now compare that to this photograph taken 
from the edge of the Saudi Peninsula, looking south across the Red Sea into the Rift Valley. Notice the square 
shape to the valley and the down-dropped edges of the continent? Eastern Africa is part of a new rift zone and 
one of the only places to see this type of plate boundary at this stage on land. 
 
Let’s move back to California. What’s happening here? There’s a divergent seafloor spreading center off of 
Washington, Oregon, and Northern California, and one that runs up the Sea of Cortez (or Gulf of California). 
What happens to it between there? Notice that it’s offset with transform boundaries north and south. Imagine that 
the North American continent, which is being pushed away from the seafloor spreading in the center of the 
Atlantic Ocean, is moving over the Pacific Ocean and causing the eastern edge of that ocean to subduct, including 
the subduction of a seafloor spreading center. The zone between the two active spreading centers is just one big 
transform boundary that connects the two – what used to be between them has long-since subducted under the 
continent. That transform boundary is known to us more commonly as the San Andreas Fault System. And north 
of us, in Oregon and Washington and Northern California, what’s happening along the coast? New seafloor 
forms offshore and then spreads and collides with North America, where it subducts underneath and causes the 
Cascade Volcanoes to form, the southernmost extension of which include both Mt. Shasta and Mt. Lassen in 
northern California. 
 
If we continue around the rim of fire, we also see a number of ocean-ocean convergent plate boundaries in the 
western Pacific, most notably in Japan, the Philippines, and New Zealand. These areas are rocked by large 
earthquakes and explosive volcanic eruptions, making them very dynamic places to live. 
 
Two of the main ways in which we gather data on Plate Tectonics are through the study of Earth’s magnetic field 
in the past (paleomagnetism) and hotspots. Let’s explore those in more detail.  
 
Hotspots are deep-seated sources of heat and magma that extend from depths as deep as the core-mantle 
boundary and generally stay fixed relative to plate motion – the plate move across the hotspots, but the hotspot 
doesn’t move. Volcanoes are left behind in tracks that show us the direction and speed of plate motion. As this 
image shows, some hotspots form through large amounts of heat that are injected into the lower mantle and 
cause melts to form. As these melts are less dense, they rise. More mantle melts and the plume grows a large 
mushroom-shaped head. When it finally hits the surface, the magma collects under the rigid lithosphere, and 
pressure builds. Cracks open up in the lithosphere and allow the magmas to erupt on the surface in a massive 
eruption of basalt that floods the surface. These basalts from the head of the plume can take over a million years 
to completely spill out – covering areas as large as Texas with kilometers thick piles of dense basalt. We call these 
massive initial hotspot eruptions flood basalts, and they have been associated with major mass extinction events, 
including the extinction of trilobites, ammonites, and later, the dinosaurs. When the head of the plume has 
finished erupting, the main stalk of the plume continues to erupt for hundreds of millions of years. Though these 
eruptions are much less massive than the initial flood basalt eruption, they still produce more volcanic material 
and activity than subduction zone volcanoes or divergent plate boundary volcanism. As they erupt, large 
volcanic mountains form on the surface, continually fed by the large amounts of magma. Eventually, however, 
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these volcanoes are moved away from the hotspot, as the plate moves, and when they get far enough away, a new 
set of cracks and conduits will form, and a new volcano will take the place of the old one. So we can study these 
hotspot tracks and from them learn both the direction and speed of plate motion. A good somewhat local 
example is the Yellowstone Hotspot. The Columbia River Basalts are the flood basalts that mark the initial 
eruption of that hotspot. Here is the location of the hotspot and the active volcanism in North America today. 
Here are the older volcanoes the hotspot produced before the plate moved them away. Where was this older 
volcano when it formed? Right up here where the active volcanism is today. So what direction did it move? This 
way. And thus this arrow represents the general direction of movement of the North American plate over the past 
9 million years. And how fast has it been moving? If we know that that the volcano is 9 million years old, and we 
can measure the distance it has travelled since it formed – 270 km, we can calculate a speed – 270 km in 9 million 
years is roughly 30 kilometers per million years. To convert to a more useful unit – centimeters per year – we 
have to convert kilometers to centimeters and millions of years to years. That ends up cancelling out a lot of zeros 
and being the same as dividing by 10 – so 3 cm per year. Similar to what we mentioned earlier for the spreading 
rate of the center of the Atlantic Ocean! 
 
This map shows other major hotspots across the planet and the identified flood basalts that connect to them. 
Notice two other important examples: Iceland and Hawaii. Iceland is unique because it sits atop the mid-ocean 
ridge, which means there are two sources of magma there – seafloor spreading AND hotspots. It also means that 
the island formed never really moves away from the hotspot, but only grows wider. 
 
In the Hawaiian Islands, we see here, the active island and as we move northwest, the islands get older and more 
eroded, smaller, eventually becoming submerged seamounts that make up the Emperor-Midway chain. Can you 
tell the direction of motion of the Pacific Ocean from this track? Pause and think about it. Two interesting things 
we see when we study this track closely: one: notice the bend that happens about 45 million years ago? What 
would cause that? The Pacific Plate has been moving in one steady direction for the past 45 million years and 
prior to that it moved also in a steady direction, but a different one. What happened 45 million years ago to cause 
the entire plate to change direction? Think back to what we mentioned earlier and see if you can figure it out. 
We’ll review the answer at the end of the lecture. The other thing that we see with this track is that the islands 
seem to be entering the subduction zones of the Aleutian Arc. What’s happening there that we discussed earlier 
in this lecture? Terrane Accretion! A train wreck, so to speak. 
 
The other tool we use to study plate motion and direction is paleomagnetism – or the record of ancient 
magnetism recorded in the rocks. To understand how, we first have to review how Earth’s magnetic field is 
produced. We first mentioned it in the lecture on Earth formation. It has existed on Earth since earth’s layers 
formed – specifically the liquid iron outer core. What do you remember that layer is doing? It’s hot and liquid. So 
it convects. Because it’s a metal, that convection acts very much like a current of electrons moving in a loop, 
which you’ll learn in a basic physics class is one way to produce a magnetic field. Anyone that’s ever seen or 
worked with solenoids can visualize this type of magnetic field. Because of earth’s rotation, the convection 
currents tend to stack up on each other and combine to strengthen the field. The direction of the field is dictated 
by the right-hand rule. Hold up your right hand. Curl your fingers in the direction of a current of coiled wire, and 
your thumb will point toward the north pole of the magnet. Hopefully you’ve played enough with magnets to 
remember they have two opposite poles, which we call north and south. Try to put the north end of two magnets 
together and they’ll repel. Let one move freely, and it will rotate so its south end is pointed towards the north end 
of the other. Earth’s magnetic field is oriented pretty closely with its rotational north pole, but not perfectly. And 
that pole wanders around. Why?  The currents change. They speed up. They slow down. They change direction. 
If you sum up all the currents, subtracting those going in the opposite direction, the net sum gives you the 
strength and direction of Earth’s magnetic field. Does the movement of the North Pole happen fast enough to 
matter? This animation shows the migration of the North Pole over 50 years. We can see that the movement has 
been considerable and the direction and speed have varied from one year to the next. If you grew up in these 
islands and depended on a compass to help you navigate, you’d need to reset it each year to make sure you knew 
where it was pointing! 
 
As mentioned, the north pole migrates, but so, too, do the poles switch or reverse. How often? Every couple 
hundred thousand years or so. Can we predict it? Is there a pattern? This image shows the changes in Earth’s 
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magnetic field over the past 5 million years. Do you see a pattern? Can we predict a change? Maybe. As these 
graphs of intensity show, the strength of the magnetic field decreases and then hits zero before either starting up 
again and increasing in the same direction as before or increasing but in the opposite direction. What happens 
during a switch in magnetic polarity? We have no evidence from the fossil or rock world that a switch has ever 
caused an extinction. There are many organisms that seem to use earth’s magnetic field to help them navigate. 
But presumably they also use other clues, including visual clues. And since the field decreases and then 
disappears before flipping, those organisms must rely on their other senses and clues more and more before they 
lose the field entirely. After the flip, they can easily connect the new field back to their clues and use it again, even 
though it’s in the opposite direction. They would simply adjust. As would we. The only major concern would be 
the increase in solar winds that are normally deflected. The ionized particles would collide more with the 
atmosphere, as they do now over the poles creating spectacular auroras. We might see auroras across the planet 
at all latitudes, and for a while we might see more intense storms. But evidence also suggests that the absence of a 
magnetic field wouldn’t last long enough to produce any major changes. 
 
So how do we create these lovely graphs that tell us what earth’s magnetic field direction has been in the past? 
And its strength? We get them by studying fossil evidence left behind in volcanic rocks that erupted on land. As 
this image of a volcano shows, when lavas erupt, they are molten. As crystals begin to form during cooling, they 
are free to move. Any magnetic minerals that form will rotate to align themselves with earth’s magnetic field – 
and there’s one magnetic mineral that is found in all volcanic rocks – it is called, strangely enough, magnetite. So 
we can go to the piles of lavas that make up volcanoes and starting at the oldest on the bottom, take samples, date 
them, so we know how old they are, and then measure the direction of their magnetite crystals to see what 
direction the magnetic field was when they formed. We call that ancient or fossil evidence of earth’s past 
magnetic field, paleomagnetism. 
 
This paleomagnetic record becomes a powerful tool for studying plate tectonics when we apply it to seafloor 
spreading. During World War II, in the Pacific Ocean, oceanographers conscripted into the navy were combining 
wartime activities with science and gathering data on seafloor magnetic anomalies. A sensitive magnet towed 
behind the boat as it criss-crossed the oceans multiple times, was able to pick up the magnetism of the pillow 
basalts under the sediments at the bottom of the ocean. Where the magnet picked up positive anomalies – they 
registered magnetic fields that were aligned with the present magnetic field, which we call normal polarity, and 
thus boosted that field making it stronger. Where the magnet picked up negative anomalies, the pillow basalt 
magnetites were aligned in the opposite direction – reversed polarity – and were subtracting from the strength of 
the current field. By recording these data multiple times as they cross the mid-ocean ridges, they were able to 
develop maps such as these, which not only show the dramatic mirror symmetry of seafloor spreading, 
confirming this essential spreading process, but also can be used to measure plate speed and direction, as we did 
with hotspots. How? We have to first find the center of symmetry. This is the center of the ridge. Now we start at 
the center, where we know the rocks to be the youngest, newest rocks, and as we move outwards from the center, 
we can correlate each anomaly boundary with the known dates for when earth’s magnetic field has switched. For 
example, in this image we see that the most recent flip happened about 700,000 years ago. Before that there was 
one 900,000 years ago, and another 1.2 million years ago. So back to our anomalies, we can say that rocks along 
this line must be 700,000 years old, and this one, 900,000 years old, and this one 1.2 million years old, and so on. 
In fact, we can continue this all the way out to the edges of the oceans and ultimately create an image like this one 
that shows the age of every rock on the bottom of the seafloor even though only 1% of the ocean floor has ever 
actually been sampled. What an incredibly powerful tool for making indirect measurements and gathering 
extremely useful information in a most economical way!  
 
So back to measuring speed and direction. Let’s use this normal polarity reading that represents 7 million-year-
old rock. Where was this rock when it formed? Here at the spreading center. So what’s the direction of plate 
motion? Away. And how fast on average has it been spreading? If 560 kilometers separates the rock from its 
origin, then it has travelled 560 kilometers in 7 million years. That’s 80 km/my or 8 cm/yr. We call that a half-
spreading rate, by the way, because it represents how fast one half of the rift is spreading or how fast the western 
side is moving away from the center. If we want to know the full spreading rate and how fast both sides are 
moving away from each other, the distance is doubled, and we get 16 cm/year. 
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To finish up, let’s return to hydrothermal vents, which we first mentioned in the lecture on earth’s formation. 
Hydrothermal vents are found in isolated spots along the rift valleys of mid-ocean ridges where seawater that has 
penetrated cracks in the crust has circulated down to the magma chambers, left salts behind in the cracks and 
then risen to the surface, now superheated and filled with hydrogen sulfide gas from the magma chambers. En 
route to the surface, these hot fluids leach elements out of the ocean crust – elements like iron, copper, zinc, and 
even gold. When these fluids exit vents in the seafloor and mix with the cold water there, the metals get together 
with the sulfur and sulfide minerals precipitate out creating mineral deposits (much like mineral deposits left 
behind in your water pipes). These mineral deposits grow over time into large chimneys that extend above vents 
in the seafloor. As previously mentioned, the hydrogen sulfide acts as an energy source for the chemosynthetic 
bacteria that support an exotic food web and ecosystem that is located immediately around this vent. Giant tube 
worms collect gardens of these chemosynthetic bacteria within their bodies. The tube worms feast on the garden 
and the garden is fertilized by the waste of the tube worm and receives gases as the tube worms extend over the 
vent and soak up the hydrogen sulfide gases escaping. Both the bacteria and the tube worms that act as their 
hosts are known as extremophiles because they can handle extreme temperatures. The vent fluids can be between 
350 and 400 degrees Celsius. Other animals that live around vents feed off the bacteria as well, the worms, and 
each other.  
 
And now… the answer to the direction change of the Pacific Plate! The only thing that can cause such a major 
shift in direction of a plate is if an obstacle blocked its path and it had to be diverted. What would have caused 
that? What major obstacle? India collided with Asia! And when it did, every plate on the planet had to shift to 
accommodate the major obstacle that formed in the middle of the road. 


